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I grafi colorati sugli spigoli possono essere visti come schemi di complessi 
pseudosimpliciali. Manipolazioni tipiche di tali grafi possono introdurre singolarita 
indesiderate nei complessi rappresentati. Qui si presenta una tecnica di eliminazione 
di una vasta classe di singolarita per grali 4-colorati (e dunque complessi 3-dimen- 
sionalil 
Edge-coloured graphs can be seen as schemes of pseudosimplicial complexes. 
Standard manipulation of such graphs may introduce unwanted singularities in 
the represented complexes. Here, a technique of elimination for a large class 
of singularities in four-colored graphs (hence in 3-dimensional complexes) is 
presented. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A graph-theoretical viewpoint on the study of PL-manifolds has become 
increasingly popular in the last few years (see, e.g., [P,, F, CGP, G,, FG, , 
L, LM, V,, V,, B, BM, Ml). On the other hand, it is a current practice to 
simplify the structure of 3-dimensional manifolds by cutting them along 
2-dimensional polyhedra. The closest analogue of this type of operation, for 
an edge-coloured graph representing a 3-manifold, is the deletion of a 
suitable set of edges: the resulting graph represents a pseudomanifold with 
boundary, which possibly fails to be a manifold in a finite number of points. 
* Work performed under the auspices of the GNSAGA of the CNR and within the project 
“Geometria delle varieta differenziabili” of the MPI. 
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The same type of pathology arises as a result of the “inaccurate” use of 
the moves (defined in [FG,] for closed manifold graphs) to graphs 
representing manifolds with nonempty boundary. The aim of this paper is 
to study this class of graphs and to develop a technique of removal of such 
singularities. 
An application to connected sums is given in the last section. It has been 
worked out in prevision of further research on the delicate problem of the 
additivity of regular genus; i.e., does the regular genus of a connected sum 
equal the sum of the regular genera of the summands? A positive answer 
would imply, via a theorem of C. T. C. Wall [W] and the main result of 
[FG,], the generalized Poincare conjecture in dimension 4 (PL version). 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
We resume here the main definitions of the theory, a survey of which is 
contained in [FGG]. 
All spaces and maps will be piecewise linear, in the sense of [RS]. For 
graph theory, we refer to [Har]; we shall use the term graph instead of 
multigraph. 
An (n + 1 )-coloured graph Edith boundary (r, y ) consists of a graph r= 
(V(T), E(T)) and a proper edge-colouring y: E(T) --f d, = {i E Z IO 6 i 6 n >. 
For each subset B c A,, let r, = ( V(T), y ~ l(B)); the connected com- 
ponents of r. will be called Z8’-residues; the rank of a B-residue is the 
cardinality #3?. For each c E A,, we set ? = A, - {c}. 
G n + 1 will denote the class of all (n + 1)-coloured graphs with boundary 
(r, y), such that r, is a regular graph of degree ~1. The degree of a vertex u 
ofa Ky)++l is either n + 1 (u internal vertex) or y1 (u boundary-vertex). 
The boundary-graph (ar, “y) of (r, y) E G, + 1 has the boundary-vertices of 
r as its vertices, and an edge coloured c E d, _ r between two vertices, for 
each path bicoloured c and n, joining the same vertices in r. If dr is empty 
then (r, y) is simply called an (n + 1)-coloured graph. Note that, for any 
try Y)EG,+~, (ar, ‘7) is always an n-coloured graph. 
The link with topology is provided by the following construction, 
originally introduced in [P2, F]. 
Given a (r,Y)EG.+,, consider an n-simplex a(o) for each vertex 
u E V(T), and arbitrarily label its vertices (or 0-simplexes) by all “colours” 
in A,,; then identify the (n - 1)-faces of g(u) and a(w) opposite to the 
respective 0-simplexes labelled c iff u and w  are joined in r an edge 
coloured c. The resulting pseudocomplex [HW, p. 491 is denoted by K(T); 
(r, y) is said to represent the space IK(K(r)l and all homeomorphic 
polyhedra. Observe that K(T) actually depends also on the coloration y, 
and that K(T) naturally inherits a “dual” coloration on its l-skeleton. 
The boundary-graph (Jr, ‘y) represents the “desingularized” boundary 
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of K(T), in the sense that 8K(T) is a surjective image of K(aZJ, as will be 
specified later. 
Given a simplex s in an n-pseudocomplex K, the disjoined star Std(s, K) 
of s in K is defined to be the disjoint union of the simplexes of K, which 
contain s, with re-identification of the (n - 1)-faces containing s, and of 
their faces. The disjoined link of s in K is, by definition, the subcomplex 
Lkd(s, K) = (z E Std(s, K) 1 snz=@l. A graph (r,y)~G,+i will be said 
to be contracted if Tr is connected for all c E A,,. A contracted (n + l)- 
coloured graph representing a closed manifold A4 is called a crystallization 
of M. The existence of crystallizations for all closed n-manifolds has been 
shown in [Pi, P,, F]; the definition of crystallization and the existence 
theorem have been extended to manifolds with connected boundary [CG] 
and with non-connected boundary [GJ, where the notion of contracted 
graph is replaced by that of a a-contracted graph, i.e., a (r, Y)E G,+l 
such that g(T,) = 1 and g(T?) = g(ar), for every c E A, (g(0) denotes the 
number of connected components of the graph 0). Let us recall some 
constructions defined in [FG,]. 
Given any (possibly disconnected) n-coloured graph (0, 0), the cone 
over (O,(3) is defined to be the (n + l)-coloured graph with boundary 
C-3 WEG,,,, where We=@ and wO:E(~@)-+A, is O:E(O)+A,-, 
itself, but thought of with a different range. Evidently (%?@, ef3) represents 
j%?K(O)I, the cone over IK(O)l. Given any (r,y)~G.+i, the cuppedgraph 
(ET) (formally defined in [FG,]) is the union of (r, y) and of (Wdr, W’y), 
plus an extra set of edges coloured n joining the boundary-vertices of r 
with their correspondents in Var. If (r, y) represents a manifold with 
boundary 44, then (r??) represents the space 6?, obtained by capping off 
each component of dA4 with a cone over it. 
Given any (CY)EG,+,, and any colour CEA,-~, (‘r, ‘y) denotes the 
(n + 1)-coloured graph obtained by joining two boundary-vertices of r by 
an edge coloured n whenever the corresponding vertices of dT are joined by 
an edge coloured c. 
This construction is generalized by the concept of q-sewing of (r, y), 
where q is a fixed-point-free involution on a set W of boundary-vertices of 
I’, and the added edges (coloured n) join WE W with q(w). 
3. MULTIPLE RESIDUES 
An essential feature of the construction of K(T), for a graph 
(r>Y)EG.+I, is the (inclusion reversing) bijection which arises between 
the B-residues of rank h of r and the (n - h)-simplexes of K(T), whose 
0-simplexes are labelled by A, - 99’; this bijection extends the correspon- 
dence 0, defined in the construction of K(T), between vertices of r and 
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n-simplexes of K(T); with little abuse, we shall denote this bijection by cr 
also. 
Each B-residue E of rank h + 1 can be considered as belonging to Gh + 1, 
with 98 as the colour set, and with the coloration induced from y: K(9) is 
then isomorphic with the disjoined link Lkd(cr(S), K(T)) [Cl]. In par- 
ticular, [K(E)1 is necessarily either an h-sphere or an h-ball if lK(T)l is a 
manifold with boundary [CG, G4]. This suggests defining as singular a 
residue of rank 22 Z iff it represents neither a sphere nor a ball. 
Residues of rank 2 are not singular because they are either chains or 
cycles; hence they represent either D’ or S’. From now on, all ranks will be 
assumed to be > 2, if not otherwise stated. 
Observe that a &?-residue Z may have nonvoid boundary only if n E 98; 
otherwise, - F is necessarily regular with respect to all colours of 99. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (r, y) E G,, i, and let 5 be a g-residue, with 
nEB~A,; The number of connected components of 8Z will be called the 
multiplicity of Z B will be said to be simple if its multiplicity is < 1, and 
multiple otherwise. 
Of course, all multiple residues are singular,but not conversely. 
The geometrical motivation of Definition 1 can be seen in K= K(T) as 
follows. As hinted in Section 2, dK is a quotient of K(aT), obtained by 
identification of k-simplexes (of dimension k <n - 3) [CG, Sect. 21. Let 
sk = o(Z) E LJK, for a g-residue E of rank n-k of r. The disjoined link 
Lkd(sk, K), represented by E, is surely strongly connected;’ however, 
Lkd(sk, aK) may possibly be not strongly connected; in this case, the 
number of strongly connected components of Lkd(sk, dK) equals the 
multiplicity of 2, and 85 represents their disjoint union. 
The connected components of aE are (B - {n ) )-residues of ar, and 
represent the disjoined links of as many k-simplexes of K(aT), all “projec- 
ting” onto the same sk of aK. 
From now on, we shall restrict our attention to dimension 3, and hence 
to graphs (r, y) E G,. 
In this situation, the only singular residues which may occur are of rank 
3; they represent surfaces (possibly with boundary) as disjoined links of the 
corresponding 0-simplexes of K(T). 
DEFINITION 2. Let (r, y ) E G, ; a singular residue Z’ will be said to be 
extractable iff it is multiple, and represents a 2-sphere with holes (as many 
as the multiplicity of Z). 
’ An r-dimensional complex is strongly connected if, given any two r-simplexes, there is an 
alternating sequence of r- and (r ~ l)-simplexes joining them, such that each (r - l)-simplex of 
the sequence is a face of the preceding and of the following r-simplex. 
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We shall denote by E, the subclass of G4, formed by those graphs whose 
singular residues, if any, are extractable. E, includes the class, which we 
shall call M,, of all graphs in G, with no singular residues at all, i.e., those 
representing 3-manifolds with (possibly empty) boundary. The following 
propositions will characterize combinatorially the classes E, and M,. 
For a (r, y) E G,, the integers p, p, h will denote respectively the order of 
I-, the number of its boundary-vertices, and the difference p-p, which 
equals the number of its internal vertices. For a graph 0, recall that g(0) 
denotes the number of its connected components. For any i,$j E d,, i #j, set 
g,=g(Ti,,j,), i.e., the number of ji,j}-residues; also write Fiji for the num- 
ber of {i,j’,-residues which are cycles, and &= gii- 4,. Note that, for 
i,jeA,, fiii=gij, whence &=O. Also note that, for alljEdz, $3j=@/2, 
PROPOSITION 1. For a connected (r, y) E Gq, the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(1) V’, Y) 6 6,. 
(II) (i) gOI + go2 + g12 = 2g(r-,) +p/2; and (ii) for each permutation 
(v,, 1’19 vd of Ax, 
!h,“, + CL,3 + CL23 = 2YGJ - @&J +w. 
ProoJ: For each C-residue, c E A,, we write p(Z), c(Z), p(Z), C&(S), 
g&.5) for the analogous quantities referred to Z. 
The graph (f, y) belongs to E, iff each t-residue Z of multiplicity 
m = g(aZ) represents a sphere with m holes, i.e., iff the Euler characteristic 
of K(E) is x(K(&)) = 2 -m = 2 - g(aZ). Therefore, if (r, y) E Ed, then for 
each ?-residue Z, we have [G,, Proposition 21 gOi + go?(S) + g,*(Z) = 
2 +p(E)/2. 
By summing over all j-residues, one gets condition (i). 
Now, if (vO, v,, vl) is any permutation of A,, and Z is a $,-residue, then, 
in the case of dE= 0, Corollary 16 of [G,] holds; so, because 
P(E) =p(E), C&(E) = g&E), we have 
&,,.,(E) + &,,(Z”, + &*3(Z) = 2 +j(E)/2. (*I 
In the case of &Z# 0, Proposition 8 of I[G5] holds, whence 
&,“JJq + $j”,&q + gy2p) = 2 - g(S) +8(2)/2. (**I 
Condition (ii) is then obtained by summing over all $,-residues. 
Conversely, assume that (r, y) E G4 satisfies (II). By (i) the sum of the 
characteristics x(K(B)) (for Z varying in the set of all j-residues) equals 
2g(r3). Now, each j-residue 5 represents a closed surface, whence 
582b/44/3-2 
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x(K(Z)) < 2; as the number of %residues is precisely g(rj), each of them 
necessarily represents a sphere. 
Analogously, condition (ii) implies that, for each c = vO E A,, the sum of 
characteristics of E-residues is 2g(r,) - g(8TL:). 
Each &residue Z represents a surface (possibly with holes), and the total 
number of holes equals the sum of multiplicities of &residues, which in turn 
equals g(ar?). Therefore, for each 3, x(K(E)) < 2 - g(&Z), and the equality 
holds iff E represents a sphere with g(aZ?) holes. Since the number of 
&residues again equals g(f?), then each F-residue represents a sphere with 
holes, whence the statement. 1 
From what we have already said, Corollary 1 follows directly: 
COROLLARY 1. For a connected (r, y) E GA, the following sentences are 
equivalent : 
(a) CC Y) E M4. 
(b) (I’, y) satisfies (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1 and (iii) for each 
&residue Z, CEA,, g(Z)< 1. B 
PROPOSITION 2. For a connected &contracted (I’, y ) E G,, with dT # Q5, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) (r, Y)E M, (i.e., (I’, y) is a crystallization of a 3-manifold with 
nonempty boundary). 
(B) (B’) gOI + go2 + g,* = 2 +p/2 and (B”) for each permutation 
(vo>v~>vJ ofA, 
4,,,,+ L3 + h3 = m-) +9/z. 
(C) (C’) = (B’) and (C”) for each permutation (v,, vl, v2) of A,, 
ci3”g = SYIY2 + g(W2 +f3/4 - 1. 
ProoJ: First, we prove the equivalence between (A) and (B). 
By Proposition 1, Condition (A) implies (B’). Moreover, as (I’, y) is 
a-contracted, we have g(T3) = 1 and g(Tr) = g(ar) for each c E d 2. Then, 
by Corollary 1, for every E-residue 3, g(&Z) = 1, and this in turn implies 
that g(ar,) = g(ar). Therefore condition (B”) is a reformulation of 
condition (ii) of Corollary 1, by the preceding equalities: 
!I ylyz + 63vl + $3yz = adr,,) +i/2 - g(arco) = g(ar) +fi/2. 
Assume, conversely, that (B) holds. By the bijection u at the beginning of 
this section, for each c E A, the numbers of i-simplexes (ie AZ) of K(T,) are 
easily computed from p, 8 and the g,‘s. Then, by (B’), r3 represents a 
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2-sphere. Condition (B”) implies that the sum of the characteristics 
x(K(Z)), for Z covering the set of all B,-residues (for any fixed vO E d2), 
equals g(ar). By the d-contractedness of r, the number of $,-residues is 
bound to be g(ar) also, and each of them represents a surface with non- 
empty boundary (hence with characteristic < 1); but then g(ar) is precisely 
the highest possible value for the global characteristic x(K(T,+,)), so every 
<,-residue represents a disc. This proves that (r, y) E M, . 
Next, we prove that (B)o (C). Assume condition (C); then (B’) is 
automatically satisfied. From (C”) we get 
i “I”2 + !33”, + !L2 = 9Y,“Z + 93”, + 93v* - cJ3”, - i?3”l 
zz 
9 Y,YZ + 9”O”Z + g( ary2 + p/4 - 1. 
+9”,“,+9(ar”)/2+~/4-1-Ii/2-P/2 
= 9 “,Y2 + %O”, + S”O”2 + g(ar) -p/2 - 2 
(by C’)) 
= 2 +fi/2 +pj2 + g(ar) -p/2 - 2 
= scar) -t 912 
which is (B”). 
Conversely, assume condition (B); we only have to prove (C”). By (B”), 
ci,,v2 + h3 + ivz3 = 9m +a2 
= -2 + 2 +$/2 +p/2 -p/2 + g(ar) 
(by @‘I) 
= 9 NJ”, + SYOYZ f 9Yl”Z + g(ar) -p/2 - 2. 
So, as 9y,yz = ~~~~~~ 
63”, + i3”2 = 9YOVZ + 9”o”, + !J(W -P/2 - 2; 
Now, by considering the sum (chvo + tj3,,J + (& + tj3”,) - (i3”, + d3J we 
obtain 
&by, = %v,v2 + g(ar) -p/2 - 2, 
whence 
93”, = cJ3”O + ci3YO 
which is (Cl’). 1 
=9 “I y2 + dw2 -p/4 - 1 + ~12 
= 9 “I y2 + 9w2 + ~14 - 1 
Remark that the equivalence (A) o (C) in the preceding proposition is a 
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reformulation of [G4, Characterization Theorem], of which this can be 
considered as a different proof. 
Next we establish the relationship between the class E, and the notion of 
capped graph. 
PROPOSITION 3. For a (r, y ) E Gq, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) (r, y) E Ed’, and each component ef ar represents a 2-sphere. 
(2) (CT) represents a closed 3-manifold. 
ProojI The %residues of r^ are the same components of rx, together 
with the ones of dr. This implies that each j-residue of r^ represents a 
2-sphere iff each %residue of r and each component of ar represents a 
2-sphere. On the other hand, for each &residue &’ of F, CE A,, there exists 
a S-residue B of r such that either Z’ = & or Z’ = 2 This implies that each 
t-residue of Frepresents a 2-sphere with (possibly no) holes. 
The proof of the equivalence (1) o (2) is thus completed. 1 
Now we need a construction inverse, so to say, to that of q-sewing. 
Given a 4-coloured graph (A, A), and a set Xc V(A), let (,4(y), A(8)) E G, 
be the graph with boundary obtained from A, by simply deleting all edges 
of 1-l(3), having an endpoint in X. Observe that the set of boundary-ver- 
tices of A(R) is the set X, formed by the vertices of X and by those joined 
to them by an edge coloured 3 in (A, 1,). Moreover, there exists a suitable 
fixed-point-free involution y on Z, such that (A, A) = (“(A(f)), “(A(.@)). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (A, 1) be a 4-coloured graph, representing a closed 
3-manifold. Then, for ever-v set XC V(A), (A(&, n(y)) E E,. 
Proof: Set (r, y)= (A(k), A(&), and let q be the fixed-point-free 
involution on ar= X, which enables one to reconstruct A from r (i.e., 
(Vr, “7) = (A, A)). Obviously, each %residue of r, being also a j-residue of 
A, represents a 2-sphere. 
Let now 5 be a &residue of A. The effect on Z of the passage from A to 
r is the deletion of a (possibly empty) set of edges, coloured 3; each com- 
ponent Zi of the resulting graph is a E-residue of I’, and represents a surface 
with boundary, which is empty only if 3 is left unaltered by the operation. 
Now, the fact that E represents a 2-sphere implies that each E: represents a 
2-sphere with (possibly no) holes. 1 
The converse of Proposition 4 does not hold in general. The following 
proposition establishes conditions for Proposition 4 to be reversed, in the 
case where the fixed-point-free involution y is c. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let (I-, Y)E G, satisfy condition (1) (or (2)) oj’ 
Proposition 3, and let c be a colour in A,. If each f-residue of r represents 
either S2 or ED2 (i.e., if (r, y) has no multiple F-residues), then (“I’, ‘y) 
represents a closed 3-manifold. 
Prooj We have to prove that for any dE A, every &residue of ‘r 
represents a sphere. Each !&residue of “r coincides with one of r, so we are 
done for d= 3. 
Now let d# c, 3 and let ,Z be a d-residue of “r; then, there exists a 
d-residue E of r such that either 8’ = Z or 8’ = “Z? In the first case, both Z 
and E”’ represent ?5 , 2. in the second case , ,Z represents a sphere with holes, 
and E the surface obtained by capping each hole of it by a disc [FG,]; 
i.e., it represents a sphere as well. 
Finally, consider the case d = c. Without loss of generality, let c = 2. 
Some 2-residues of 2r may coincide with %residues of r (the ones which 
represent spheres). The remaining 2-residues of r are in bijection with the 
(0, l)-coloured cycles of aZ? More precisely, the boundary-vertices of a 
2-residue of 2r are the ones which give rise to vertices of a (0, 1)-coloured 
cycle of dr. On the other hand, the remaining %residues of 2r are in bijec- 
tion with the connected components of dT. In fact, let Z’ be a component 
of ar, C,, . . . . C,, be its (0, 1)-coloured cycles, and 2 -1, . ..) Eh respectively be 
the corresponding 2-residues of r; two boundary-vertices in 2r are joined 
by an edge coloured 3 iff the corresponding vertices of ar are joined by an 
edge coloured 2: So, a j-residue g of 2r arises when we join in this way 
boundary-vertices of lJ:= i Zi. Now, observe that 3’ regularly embeds into 
s2 (as a direct consequence of the hypothesis [G2, Sect. 21, so that the 
(0, 1)-coloured cycles bound discs; on the other hand, Zi, . . . . A?,, regularly 
embed into as many discs [G5]. So, these regular embeddings together 
provide a regular embedding of E into s2, which proves that g represents 
s2, as required. 1 
Proposition 5 will be complemented at the end of the present section by 
Proposition 7, which links (?,y) with (‘r, ‘y). Propositions 5 and 7 can 
both be considered as the extensions of [FG,, Lemma C] to the class E,. 
The following Desingularization Lemma is the main tool for proving 
Proposition 7 and, more generally, for dealing with the class E,. 
PROPOSITION 6 (Desingularization Lemma). Let (r, y) E G4, and let M, N 
be two closed 3-manifolds, such that: 
(a) (?y) represents M, and 
(b) for a suitable fixed-point-free involution q on V(ar), (“I’, q’y) 
represents N. 
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Then there exists a (r$, y$) E M,, and a co/our-preserving isomorphisnz 
$1 c~T$ + ar, such that: 
(A) (?,T) represents M, and 
(B) setting y”=~+!-‘y$, (“‘I-$, q$yS) represents N. 
Pro@ Let Zj’), c E AZ, j= l,..., r(c), be the E-residues of r, with mul- 
tiplicities mtL’), respectively. If all such multiplicities are < 1, then (r, y) 
(which belongs to E, by condition (a) and Proposition 3) has no multiple 
residues, whence it belongs to M,. 
Suppose now that there is in r at least one multiple residue, 5i2) say (of 
multiplicity M’,~)> 1). We shall build an intermediate graph (P, yb) and a 
colour-preserving isomorphism qb: 8Tb --+ ar, for which (Ab) (P, yb) 
represents M; (Bb) setting qb = bl/b-‘q$b, (qb Tb, @yb) represents N; and 
(Cb) for c = 0, 1, the number of P-residues and their multiplicities are left 
unaltered, while the ?&residues of Tb are z’;(“, &‘(2), g$‘), . . . . -r(2), with Z.(2) 
multiplicities 5zi;‘” = 1, mi;“’ = mj2) - 1, &ip) = rnp) for k > 2 (of course, 
there is no problem about the %residues, which are necessarily not 
singular). 
First of all, recall that (27) is obtained from (r, y) and (%‘dr, w:dy) 
(which essentially coincides with (ar, ‘r)) by joining each boundary-vertex 
u of r with its corresponding vertex U of %?ar. Set E= Zi’), and let 6 be a 
component of aq which can be considered as a subgraph of Var (more 
precisely a (0, 1)-coloured cycle). Name the vertices of & as tli (in Z,,), so 
that z&, is joined to z$ 1 (resp. to tilj+, ) by an edge coloured 1 (resp. 0). 
Accordingly, name ui (i E Zzh) the boundary-vertex of r which corresponds 
to Ui; then u2, is joined to z42j-1 (resp. to uzj+,) by a path of edges alter- 
natively coloured 1 and 3 (resp. 0 and 3). Further, build two copies 6, and 
EK, of a, with vertex sets (~~1 in Z,,f and (IVY\ in Z2h), respectively. 
We construct (rb, vb) from (r, y), &, and (5,,, by joining, for each i, ui 
with v, by an edge coloured 3, and vi with uli by an edge coloured 2. As is 
easy to see, there is a natural colour-preserving isomorphism $b: dTb -+ ar, 
which is the identity out of %:,, and maps %,,, onto 0, in such a way that 
tib(wi) = ui, for all ifz Zzh. 
In order to prove (Aj), we prove that (Fbrjb) can be taken to (T,y) by 
dipole eliminations [FG,, Sect. 31. Observe that (Fb,Tb) is obtained from 
(rb, rb) and (%?‘ar, qeay), simply by joining, for each in Z*,,, wi with Ui by an 
edge coloured 3. The component of fi2 containing w, is formed by the 
cycles K and (I:,,,, and by the edges joining them; so, the component 
containing u1 is necessarily distinct. Thus vi, w1 and the edge (coloured 2) 
having them as endpoints form a dipole of type 1. Cancel this dipole, so 
obtaining a graph Fb(l). Now (setting pb(0) = r ), if for a< 2h -2, we nb 
have obtained pb(a) from pb(~ - 1) by eliminating a dipole of vertices v 
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and u’: we necessarily have that, in Fb(a), u,, , and w,, i are joined by two 
edges coloured 2 and 0, if CI is even, coloured 2 and 1, if o! is odd. In any 
case, once these two colours in pb(a) are deleted, the component contain- 
ing wltl has vertex set {wa+r, w,+*, z&+r, U,,,); hence it does not con- 
tain u,.+r. Thus w’,+~, u%+,, and the two edges joining them form a dipole 
of type 2: the cancelling of such a dipole produces the graph pb(c! + 1). 
Finally, v2,, and w2,, are joined in Tb(2h - 1) by three edges, an< form a 
dipole of type 3: cancel this last dipole in order to get Fb(2h)=r. 
(B”) Recall that yb acts as v, with the only difference that ui is replaced 
by wi for all iEiZ,,,. Set U= {u,lj~Z!!~~) c V(r). 
We want to get (‘lr, “y) out of (Vhf b, ?” yb) by dipole eliminations, as for 
(Ab). If vl and w1 did not generate a dipole of type 1 in ()l’rb, 7b yb), then 
they would belong to the same j-residue of Vb Tb. This would imply that 
I $ U; moreover, U, and y(ul) would belong to the same ?-residue T of 
the graph ‘lZ-( 0’) obtained by deleting from Vr all edges coloured 3, which 
have an end-point in U. This is impossible, since qr would then admit a 
L?-residue representing a surface of positive genus. SO~V, and wr form a 
dipole of type 1, whose elimination produces a graph rb( 1). 
With positions parallel to those in the proof of (As), we have that, for 
c( < 2h - 2, Tb(a) exhibits a dipole sf type 2 with vertices v,+ 1 and w,, 1; in 
fact, the bicoloured component of Tb(a) containing v, + I (of colours 3 and 
1 if CI is even, 3 and 0 if c( is odd) is formed by the edge (coloured I or 0) 
joining u,, r to v,+*, by the two edges coloured 3 joining these vertices to 
Uz+l, U 2 + 2, and by the bicoloured path of r which joins u, + r to u, + 2, so 
this component does not contain w, + 1. 
Finally, v2,, and wzh 
P(2h) = VI-. 
form a dipole of type 3 in pb(2h - 1 ), and 
(Cb) All &residues represent 2-spheres with holes by (Ab). For c = 0, 1, 
the &residues of Tb are in natural bijection with the ones of r and 
corresponding residues have isomorphic boundary-graphs by construction; 
hence their multiplicities also agree. As for c = 2, all z-residues Zi2),..., E$, 
are not affected by the passage from r to Tb. Ei*) is replaced by two 2- 
residues, $(‘) and z;(2) say, of which one is 9X5,. (obviously representing a 
2-ball) and the other is isomorphic to Ey) with one boundary component 
capped off with 6,: Then ki; = 1, &; = m, - 1 as wanted. 
The required (r’, y”) comes from iterating the described construc- 
tion. m 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (Z-, Y)E G, and let CEA,. If (?T) and (‘r, ‘7) 
represent manifolds, then they represent the same manifold. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 6, there exists a graph (r’, r’) E M, such that 
(?,p) and (‘r’, ‘y’) represent the same manifolds as (27) and (‘r, ‘r), 
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respectively. Then ((r$, y $) represents the manifold M = IK(?)I z 1 K(F)1 
deprived of the interiors of some disjoint 3-balls, and [FG?, Corollary C’] 
yields the result. 1 
4. CONNECTED SUMS 
Here we present an application to connected sums. Given two closed 
tz-manifolds M’, M”, a connected sum of them is a manifold M’ # M” 
obtained by carving an open n-ball out of each manifold, and by gluing the 
arising boundaries together via a homeomorphism. 
LEMMA 1. Let (r’, yS) E M,, with 8T’ connected, and let M’, M” be two 
closed 3-manifolds such that: 
(a) (r’, 7%) represents M’, and 
(b) for a suitable involution q$ on aT$, (“‘r$, V$y$) represents 
M’ # M”. 
Then (“(%‘(aI’“)), “(“(“y’))) represents M”. 
ProoJ Set K’ = K(r$); by hypothesis, IKsI is a manifold with connected 
boundary. Call A?‘, I@” respectively the manifolds M’, M” each deprived of 
the interior of a 3-ball. Then, for $? = K(^r$), we have, by (a), I??%1 g M’, 
whence /PI 2 kl. 
Now let C be a collar [KS, p. 241 of a(&?( in (&?I. By (b), there is an q$ 
such that lK(‘l’T$)I zM’#M”. IK(‘1’6s)l can be thought of as the 
quotient of IR$I modulo an equivalence relation - on IPI. Now, since 
jr’cy”r$j~ - c/- E jlu$l- CG 1~~1 z ~3, 
we have that Cl- 2 A?. 
M” can be obtained from C/N by gluing a 3-ball D along the sphere 
i3( C/- ), which is the same as first gluing D to C along XI’ - 8 117’1, then 
passing to the quotient (Du C)/-. Note that Du CrV(8 IK’I). 
Therefore, 
M”E (DU C)/- d?(d IK’i)/- z i~(%(dr$))l/- z Ivwiqdr’)))i, 
as claimed. 1 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (r, y) E G,, with dT connected, and M’, M” be two 
closed 3-manifolds such that: 
(a) (?Q represents M’, and 
(b) for a suitable involution q on i3r, (“r, “y) represents M’#M”. 
Then (“(%(ar)), “(%?(Jy))) represents M”. 
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Proof. (I’, y) fulfills the hypothesis of Proposition 6, where M’, 
M’# M” replace M, N respectively. Then, a (I-$, y”) E M, exists which 
satisfies the same assumptions; moreover, dTS and ar are isomorphic, and 
so are (“(%‘(ar’)), “(%(‘y$))) and (“(%?(ar)), “(“(“y))). 
The statement then follows from Lemma 1. 1 
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